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Today is three days ahead of a presidential inauguration… eleven days after a 
violent mob of white supremacists tried to take over the US Capitol Building, 
which was, at the time, conspicuously lacking in adequate security by official 
law enforcement. We are, finally, at the end of the term of a twice-impeached 
president who has consistently encouraged such violent behavior with his racist, 
xenophobic, self-centered, falsehood-perpetuating rhetoric.  
 
It would be ridiculous to claim right now that the dream of the Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. has been realized—the “dream that one day this nation will rise 
up and live out the true meaning of its creed: ‘We hold these truths to be self-
evident, that all men are created equal.’ … the dream that [his] four little 
children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color 
of their skin but by the content of their character.” 
 
“If America is to be a great nation,” he said that day, “this must become true.” 
 
In response to the attack on the US Capitol Building, last week journalist Sam 
Sanders wrote a piece on “The Lies We Tell Ourselves About Race.” He wrote,  
 

It all feels new. But it is not. 
 
The images from the Capitol this past week made that clear: a noose 
hanging outside the building. Inside, insurrectionists carrying a Confederate 
flag. Members of the mob wearing T-shirts that read "Civil War." 
 
Our current troubles — and our current administration — are both just the 
latest chapters in America's ongoing battle over race. 
 
Once you see it as such, it all makes a lot more sense. Remember, Trump 
began his ascent to political power on a racist lie: birtherism. He launched his 
campaign for the presidency calling Mexican immigrants criminals and 
rapists. His first major policy initiative was travel restrictions on Muslim-majority 



 
nations that felt a lot like a travel ban on people with darker skin. His 
supporters cited [so-called] "economic anxiety" as their motivation, but they 
were driven by racial animus. Former KKK leader David Duke endorsed 
Trump twice for president. 
 
Trump's presidency has always been about race and reacting to a nation 
more diverse than it has ever been. We've been reminded of that time and 
again since he announced his candidacy. So how can anyone still say, "This 
is not who we are"? Why do we continue to hear that same lie as the worst 
of America rears its head? 
 
I see glimpses of who we are every day and, at the same time, a deep 
discomfort with that reality. That lie permeates my industry, the media. There 
would have been a time, several years ago, where if I had attempted to 
write this essay using words like "racist" or "lie," I would have been told to 
rewrite it. Urged to soften the tone. To maybe not make it all about race. This 
is not an indictment of NPR; the entire industry did it. Much of the industry still 
does. 
 
Even this past week, there was hand-wringing about what to call the rioters 
storming the U.S. Capitol and how to describe their insurrection. 
 
But I'd be wrong to say it's only the media that nurtures the lie. Our audiences 
do as well. 
 
As a Black NPR host, I am often talking to mostly white audiences about 
race. By and large, listeners are happy to go where those conversations 
lead, but regularly, a loud minority shows that it actually wants no part of 
such discussions. Listeners send emails wondering whether I ever talk about 
anything but race. Others suggest I may actually have it all wrong, invoking 
some version of "not all white people." 
 
A recent example came after an interview with an Asian American author, 
tracing the long history of discrimination against Asians in this country. 
Several white listeners wondered why other groups just didn't "work hard" the 
way their own white ancestors did. And then another listener wrote they 
didn't consider themselves "the least bit racist," but called all Asians 
"manipulative and dishonest." 



 
 
The lie is all around us. So when weeks like the one we just experienced 
happen, some yell the lie even louder, to our detriment. What would happen 
if we decided to be more honest about race the next time our nation found 
itself at a racial flashpoint? What might be lost? What might be gained? 
 
It's hard to know, because I've never seen us, collectively, do it before. But I 
know that history only yells louder each time we refuse to listen. And no lie, 
no matter how often it's told, can keep the truth at bay. 

 
We at UUCC have wrestled with—and evolved in our own understandings of—
such truths. In the spring of 2017 we welcomed Jamelle Bouie as our guest 
speaker at our inaugural Conversations for Change lecture series. It was early in 
Donald Trump’s presidency—only months after his election—and Bouie argued 
convincingly that Trump was elected primarily because of racism. That assertion 
was resisted and argued against by some of our very thoughtful, well-meaning 
white members.  
 
In the years since then, we have all witnessed and experienced how that 
racism has—as poet adrienne maree brown wrote—continued to be 
uncovered. Perhaps we’ve been practicing what Rev. Bill Lamar identifies as 
one of the necessary elements of social justice: “The great disrupters in our 
history moved within robust communities that loved them and stretched them.” 
 
Last week’s domestic terrorism at the US Capitol is only the latest example of the 
United States’ history of racism of white supremacy—and while awful, it is a 
useful example in its lack of subtlety. As Brittany Packnett Cunningham 
declared in comparing the difference between the police response to Black 
Lives Matter protests versus the police response to last week’s insurrection 
attempt by Trump supporters: 
 

This is the literal example of white supremacy. What does white supremacy 
mean? It means that white people believe that they have dominion over 
everybody and dominion over everything. That they are in fact supreme. So 
we saw a group of white people—of white supremacists—here thinking that 
they own a country that they colonized, and therefore they can do 
whatever they want with it. They think they can storm any building in that 
country because they believe they own it. They think they can erect a noose 



 
on the side of a building that was built by enslaved Africans in America 
because they think they have full permission to do so … and did so on 
camera because they knew police would do nothing about it. But they do 
not own this country. They do not own democracy. They do not own us. 
They're tragically confused. 

 
Today, 57 years after Dr. King delivered that “I Have a Dream” speech at the 
March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, we must accept and confront our 
failure yet to fulfill that dream—especially we who are white; we whose values 
compel us to ally with our marginalized, vulnerable neighbors; we who profess a 
commitment to racial justice.  
 
We are, too many of us, the audience to which Dr. King addressed his Letter 
from Birmingham City Jail, where he had been incarcerated mere months 
before that March on Washington. In that letter, he wrote, 
 

I have almost reached the regrettable conclusion that the Negro’s great 
stumbling block in [the] stride toward freedom is not the White Citizen’s 
Councillor or the Ku Klux Klanner, but the white moderate, who is more 
devoted to “order” than to justice; who prefers a negative peace which is 
the absence of tension to a positive peace which is the presence of justice; 
who constantly says: “I agree with you in the goal you seek, but I cannot 
agree with your methods of direct action”; who paternalistically believes he 
can set the timetable for another man’s freedom; who lives by a mythical 
concept of time and who constantly advises the Negro to wait for a “more 
convenient season.” Shallow understanding from people of good will is more 
frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will. Lukewarm 
acceptance is much more bewildering than outright rejection.  

 
The work of Dr. King—the fight against white supremacy and for civil rights for 
all—is not history. It is our current reality in the year 2021.  
 
And if we are to be true to our values and our commitments, we must—now as 
much as ever—embrace Dr. King’s timeless admonitions, listen to the living 
prophets, live and act with courageous solidarity, and follow the leaders of 
color who are showing us the way forward. Leaders like adrienne maree brown 
and Brittany Packnett Cunningham and Sam Sanders and Brittney Cooper and 
Alicia Garza and Bill Lamar and the Black Lives of Unitarian Universalism 



 
organizers and so many local leaders, both in our congregation and in our 
Columbia and Howard County communities.  
 
In an interview last October, Alicia Garza—one of the three co-founders of the 
Black Lives Matter movement—asked her audience to consider, “Why are we 
holding on to a trope about leadership that is older than me? People are still 
looking for the Reverend Dr Martin Luther King Jr when, actually, leadership of 
movements today looks more like Lena Waithe and Laverne Cox.”  
 
She also noted, “[T]here is no quick and easy way to build a movement. … you 
don’t just add “water, oil and milk to a premixed batter; after 30 minutes in the 
oven, a movement is baked.” Building movements means building alliances.” 
“What’s needed is people in power who will create substantive and systemic 
change for black people.”  
 
On this Martin Luther King, Jr. Sunday, we celebrate the historical impact of an 
incredible prophet, orator, agitator, leader. And … If we are truly invested in 
honoring his legacy, then we must also listen to today’s prophets, orators, 
agitators, leaders. The are calling on us to build alliances and coalitions, to 
dismiss lies and uncover the truth, to dance and imagine and conceive 
together. 
 

things are not getting worse [poet adrienne maree brown reminds us] 
they are getting uncovered 
we must hold each other tight 
and continue to pull back the veil 
see: we, the body, we are the wounded place 

 
We must live and act with courageous solidarity. 
 
In a few minutes we are going to play an excerpt of a video of Dr. King 
delivering a speech in 1964. In it he speaks of “the creative turmoil of a genuine 
civilization struggling to be born.” Are we in the midst of that creative turmoil 
right now? Is it possible that the America of which he dreamed is now, finally, 
being born? 
 


